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By Dorsey, Tim

William Morrow, 2005. Book Condition: New. Brand New, Unread
Copy in Perfect Condition. A+ Customer Service! Summary: The
drinks are on us! Serge A. Storm returns -- and so does Tim
Dorsey -- for another hilarious tour of the wacky underside of
the Sunshine State. And this time our lovable but maniacal hero
is on a mission: Stay off police radar and reinvent himself.
Naturally Serge makes a beeline to the Reinvention Capital of
the United States, the Florida Keys, where nobody is who they
seem to be and the freaks are the least of your worries. The
perfect place for Serge to blend in! Unfortunately, some other
less likable lunatics have latched on to the same idea, and the
sheriff's fax machine keeps jamming because of all the APBs
coming in like a storm front about to break . Lurking beneath
paradise are many questions: Who is the mystery driver of the
metallic green Trans Am? The brown Plymouth Duster with Ohio
plates? What about the white Mercedes with tinted windows?
Who can keep it all straight? Serge can! At least when he's not
conch blowing, Seven-Mile Bridge running, underwater
romancing, operating an all-inclusive twelve-step program, or
trying to...
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Extensive guideline! Its this kind of very good study. It really is full of knowledge and wisdom I discovered this book
from my i and dad encouraged this publication to understand.
-- Mr . Jer r y Littel-- Mr . Jer r y Littel

Unquestionably, this is the very best operate by any author. it had been writtern extremely flawlessly and beneficial.
You can expect to like the way the blogger publish this publication.
-- Am er ica  Glea son-- Am er ica  Glea son
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